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[57] ABSTRACT 
An electronic process control system including a digital 
computer, a computer interface that is easily replace 
able in order to change computer types; a logic module 
for grouping the computer and controller signals and 
converting between digital and analog representations; 
and a control unit interface for generating analog sig 
nals for a control unit in response to computer com 
mands and adapting the analog control unit to commu 
nicate with a digital computer. 

35 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. - 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to electronic process control 

systems that include both analog control units and digi 
tal computers. This invention is particularly applicable 
to the ?ve following process control system con?gura 
tions, all of which may be achieved with the same basic 
equipment: 

a. DDC, Direct Digital Control systems in which the 
computer drives the control signal output of the 
system. Analog control units may be provided as a 
backup for the computer to generate the control 
signal outputs. 

. DDC with SPT, Direct Digital Control with Set 
Point Tracking systems which are similar to DDC 
systems with the addition of a computer controlled 
set point source for the back-up analog control 
units. 

c. SPC, Set Point Control systems in which the com 
puter controls the set point source but the analog 
control units generate the control signal output. 

. DDC with SPT and R/L, Direct Digital Control 
with Set Point Tracking and Remote-Local 
switching systems in which the computer may also 

> control the set point mode, that is, the computer 
may choose between a computer controlled or an 
external analog set point source. 

e. SPC with R/L, Set Point Control with Remote 
Local switching systems which are similar to SPC 
with the addition of computer control of the set 
point mode. 

I In any of the above, the computer may also be re 
quired to control the output mode, that is, the choice 
between the manual and automatic modes of operation 
of the analog control unit. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
In conventional process control systems utilizing 

computers, communication between the analog control 
units and the digital computers has presented many 
problems. In particular, communication between com 
puter and controller has required the design of special 
Input/Output (I/O) gear and special control units both 
usable only with a particular computer type. This limi 
tation is an important part of the cost of process control 
equipment. This fact is also important because the con 
trol units have a much longer design life than the com 
puters. 
The conventional system structure places the I/O 

equipment physically adjacent to the computer. This is 
required by the design of the I/O equipment as an ex 
tension of the computer. This arrangement, in addition 
to its in?exibility with regard to computer and control 
ler types, presents intricate grounding problems, that is, 
the analog ground must be carried to the computer. 

In addition, the complexities of the interconnections 
between the computer, I/O and controllers require that 
the system be completely set up in its ?eld location 
before it can be tested. 
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2 
Because the I/O equipment must be placed physically 

adjacent to the computer, the computer-I/O combina 
tion must be as close as possible to the control units in 
view of the expense and difficulty in transmitting analog 
signals for any great distance. 
Another major ,dif?culty related to conventional 

system con?gurations is the computer time required for 
certain activities. The computers are inherently much 
faster than the analog of I/O gear so that computer time 
is wasted waiting for the analog equipment to respond 
to a demand from the computer. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the instant invention to provide a 
process control system con?guration that minimizes the 
dif?culties inherent in conventional systems. It is a par 
ticular object of the instant invention to provide a con 
?guration with ?exibility, that is, one wherein the’ com 
puter type may be changed with a minimum of diffi 
culty. It is a further object to provide a system wherein 
the I/O equipment may be associated directly with the 
analog control units rather than the computer. It‘ is a 
still further object of the invention to provide a process 
control system including a digital computer and analog 
control units where the control units may be conve 
niently utilized in other systems without a computer. 
These and other objects are accomplished by the 

instant invention in the following manner. A system 
con?guration is presented wherein'the' conventional , 
I/O equipment is replaced by three stages of signal 
handling, each individually designed for greatest effi 
ciency for its particular purpose. These are: H 

l. A Computer Interface (Cl) designed for each type 
of computer and required merely to rearranged the 
computer output into a format required by the instant 
invention. 2. A Control Unit Interface (GUI) designed 
independently of the choice of computer for computer 
compatible controllers and required to convert status 
and pulse signals to logic and analog voltages. In the 
absence of control units a GUI may be used to generate 
the output control signal directly from the computer 
signals. 3. A Logic module designed to be compatible 
with any type of digital computer. This unit is required 
to perform some of the functions of conventional I/O 
equipment but is able to satisfy the objects of the inven 
tion because the data it handles is in a predictable format 
designed for greatest ef?ciency. 
The instant invention is designed in subsystem form, 

that is, the equivalent of the I/O equipment is modular 
in that it may handle up to 16 process control loops but 
the system may handle many subsystems of 16 loops 
each. In this way, the user is not required by buy addi 
tional capacity, except in subsystems of 16 loops, that he 
does not require. Further, this modular design allows an 
existing con?guration of a certain number of 16 loops to 
be expanded in blocks of 16 loops. A modularity level of 
16 loops appears desirable for the majority of applica 
tions but other size subsystems may easily be con?gu 
rated in the same fashion. 

In particular, the digital data from a computer is 
received by the CI which breaks the data up into three 
groupings. The ?rst contains the required command 
instructions. The second contains the address of the one 
of 16 loops to be affected. The third digital word con 
tains the value of the change to be effected. The logic 
module receives these three groups of signals and ac 
cepts the ?rst into a register. Command instructions for 
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use within the logic module are retained and those used 
by the CUI are passed on. 
The address word is decoded and the address line of 

the proper CUI is activated. v . 
" The value word is' handled either as an absolute posi 
tion signal or incremental change depending upon the 
proper command instruction. If incremental, the value 
is used to generate a series of pulses which are passed on 
to the CUI. If absolute, the value is ?rst related to the 
present value of the proper signal and the difference is 
converted into a‘ series of pulses. 
The CUI’s have registers for accepting the command 

instructions which are supplied in parallel to all CUI’s. 
Only the one CUI whose address line is activated will 
accept the command instructions. The series of pulses 
described’ above is demultiplexed in the same manner. 
With the ‘proper instructions the series of pulses is 

converted into an analog value and stored in a particu 
lar‘memory ‘in the CUI‘ for ‘generating the set point (S) 
or the output (0). The M, O, S and status signals are 
collected and relayed to the logic module for eventual 
transmittal'to the computer. The S and O signals may be 
transmitted 'to a Control Unit (CU) or the O signals may 
be used directly to control the process as in DDC. 

». The: logic module also acts upon a group of signals 
going in the opposite‘direction. The measurement (M), 
set point (S), and-output (O) signals from each of the 16 
loops are collected from the CUI’s, multiplexed accord 
ing to'the above-mentioned address line and converted 
into'a digital word for transmittal to the computer. 
Parts .of these digital words additionally carry status 
values collected from the CUI’s and are multiplexed in 
much the same manner. ' 

152331111514‘ DESCRIPTION OF The DRAWINGS . 
‘(FIG-1 represents a complete process control system 

with a computer. . ~ 1 

FIG; 2 shows a Control Unit Interface in greater 
detail. > 

-FIG. 3 shows 

, DESCRIPTION OF-THE PREFERRED 

" EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 . :, - ' * 

-" FIG. 1 is a representation in,blockdiagram form of a 
complete computer ‘control system utilizing the instant 
invention. In particular, computer 10 isconnected-to 
cable 12 which may be as long as several thousand feet 

a Logic Module ‘in greater detail. 

int 

25 

35 

45 

separating the computer from the control room area. ~ 
Computer cable 12 is connected to computer interface 
(CI) 13. Associated with CI 13 is a maximum of 16 
control loops. Additional computer interfaces, such as 
CI 14 which is associated with an additional 16 control 
loops, may be connected in parallel with CI 13 by cable 
12. 

Associated with Cl 13 is logic module 16. CI 13 rear 
ranges the data presented to it on computer cable 12 
into the proper format for use by logic module 16. The 
details of the functions provided by CI 13 are not pres 
ented herein because they are accomplished by standard 
computer hardware in any one of a number of different 
manners each well known to a person having ordinary 
skill in the computer arts. 1 . ‘ 

The details of the format of the data available to the 
CI from the computer depend on the particular. digital 
computer used. TheCI, however, presents a format of 
information to the logic module that is not altered by 
the choice of digital computer. 'It is obvious, therefore, 
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4 
that each digital computer type utilized in a process 
control-system of this sort will require a specialized CI.’ 

one type and may Logic module 16, however, is of only 
be utilized with any digital computer. 7 5 
Each logic module 16 is connected to a maximum ‘of 

16 process controlloops through 16 control unit inter 
faces. The CUI may be connected directly to the pro 
cess as in DDC or to a control unit (CU) that is con 
nected to the process. For example, logic module 16 is 
connected to CUI 17 which is connected to CU 18 and 
the process represented as block 19. In FIG. 1 CUI 17 is 
represented as CUI-A1. Similarly, connected to the 
same logic module 16 are a maximum of 15 additional 
CUI’s and CU’s diagrammatically represented as CUI 
A2 through CUI-A16 and CU-AZ through CU-A16. 
The details of the workings of the CUI’s will be dis 

cussed in Reference to FIG. 2 below. The workings of 
the logic modules will be discussed in reference to FIG. 
3 below. A particularly convenient and effective con 
trol unit well suited for use in the instant control system 
is described in co-pending U.S. Pat. Application Ser. 
No. 234,581 ?led on Mar. 14, 1972 now U.S. Pat. No. 
3,895,280. The interconnections between a control unit 
and the process are well known to those skilled ‘in the 
art and require no discussion here. 
FIG. 2 . _ 

FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic representation of CUI 17 
shown in FIG. 1. Signal paths 20, 21, 22 and 24 are 
connected directly to CU 18. In DDC systems signals 
20 and 21 would be connected directly to the process; 
Signal 25 supplies the remotely generated set point from 
any suitable external analog source. The other signal 
paths connected to CUI 17 carrysignals either gener 
ated by or being supplied to logic module 16. 
These signals are comprised basically of four types. 

Signal group .26 carries information concerning the 
analog values associated with the CU at a particular 
instant in time along with digital status information. 
These signals, after'suitable multiplexing, are relayed to 
the digital computer._ Signal group 27 contains a series 
of decoded commands from the digital computer 
[concering] concerning the required status and method 
of change of the conditions related to a particular con 
trol loop. Signal 28 containsv the address information 
which serves to demultiplex the commands in signal 
group 27 and the pulse information on signal line 29 for 
use by the addressed control loop. It is obvious, there 
fore, that address line 28 peforms a demultiplexing func 
tion for each control subsystem for signals carrying 
information concerning status, change in status, and 
value of change. The multiplexing for the signals in 
group 26‘ is performed by an analog multiplexer con 
tained within logic module 16. ' " >_ 
CUI 17 contains input register 30 and 31 which re 

ceive the signals from group 27 and line 29 respectively. 
These signals, from one logic module, are connected in 
parallel to all CUI’s in that subsystem. However, ad 
dress line 28 is an individual connection between each 
separate CUI and the logic module. To communicate 
with one particular CUI, the logic module presents a 
signal on the proper address line 28 which activates the 
input register and enables the input gate for that CUI. 

Register 30 processesfour bits of information. Upon 
proper activation by address line 28 register 30 stores 
the output mode information (a/m) which is relayed to 
the control unit along signal path 24 [abd] and fed 

', back to the computer as part of signal group 26. Regis 
ter 30 also processes the set point mode information 
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(l/r) which is fed to multiplexer 32. Multiplexer 32 
chooses between an externally generated remote set 
point available on line 25 and a locally generated set 
point available on line 33. The selected set point is sup 
plied to the control unit along path 22 and is also fed 
back to the computer as part of signal group 26. 
The other two bits of information contained in regis 

ter 30 concern the method of changing a value. CUI 17 
is capable of controlling two values in the CU, the set 
point or the output, by supplying a signal corresponding 
to the desired change in set point or output. Therefore, 
register 30 contains the information concerning change 
mode (As/A0) which serves to control multiplexer 34. 
Multiplexer 34 receives the pulses from gate 31 and 
directs them to either the set point memory or the out 
put memory. These memories may be of any common 
type; for purposes of explanation they are shown as two 
different types in FIG. 2. The set point memory is a 
so-called “hard memory” in which the pulses directed 
by multiplexer 34 are supplied to digital counter 35. The 
count value stored by counter 35 is transformed into an 
analog value by digital to analog converter 36. Counter 
35 serves as a memory which stores a digital value and 
therefore cannot drift. 
The output memory is shown as a so-called “soft 

memory” in that it stores an analog value. The pulses 
directed by multiplexer 34 are supplied to a pulse shaper 
such as one shot multivibrator 37 which conditions the 
pulses and supplies them to integrator 38. Integrator 38 
stores the desired value which is supplied to the control 
unit along signal path 21. 
A fourth bit of information contained by register 30 is 

the direction of change (u/d) which is used to control 
both counter 35 and integrator 38. This information 
serves as a sign bit for. the value information contained 
on pulse line 29. This bit controls the memories so as to 
count up or down from their present value an amount 
related to the value supplied on pulse line 29. 

It is seen, therefore, that the logic module 16 supplies 
a series of pulses and status commands to all the CUI’s 
in its subsystem only one of which is activated by ad 
dress line 28. The command signals determine the set 
point mode, the output mode and the change mode 
along with the direction of change. 

Information communicated from the GUI to the logic 
module for eventual transmission to the computer con 
sists of the three analog values on lines 20, 21 and 22 
along with the digital status values related to the output ' 
and set point modes. 
FIG. 3 
FIG. 3 shows a block diagram representation of logic 

module 16. The analog portions of the information con 
tained in signal group 26 are handled by analog multi 
plexer 39. This multiplexer must choose between one of 
three values from one of 16 CUI’s. The chosen analog 
value is supplied to analog to digital converter 40, the 
output of which is a digital word related to the chosen 
analog value. The status information contained in signal 
group is handled by digital multiplexer 41. The output 
of multiplexer 41 is also a digital word. These two digi 
tal words are joined together to form one longer digital 
word and supplied to the computer along signal group 

Analog multiplexer 39 and digital multiplexer 41 are 
both controlled by the same address signal used to 
demultiplex the input registers of the GUI 17. The signal 
on line 28 is generated from address decoder 44. This 
unit receives address information from the digital com 
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6 
puter along path 45 and activates one of the 16 CUI 
address lines. The signals in signal group 27 are gener 
ated in legal code decoder 46. Decoder 46 receives 
status information from the computer on signal path 47 
and with the use of internal logic decodes this informa 
tion and serves to prevent improper or inconsistent 
status demands from being made. In addition to the four 
status values described in relation to FIG. 2, decoder 46 
also decodes a ?fth status value concerning the charac 
terization of the change values (abs/inc) transmitted to 
logic module 16 from the digital computer along signal 
path 47. 
The information received on signal path 48 is a digital 

word related to the desired analog value or change in 
analog value. This information is supplied directly to 
characterization multiplexer 49 and also to adder 50. 
Adder 50 serves to subtract this digital change value 
from the digital value representing the present position 
of that analog value. This current analog value is avail 
able directly from signal path 43. The output of adder 
50 is connected to multiplexer 49. 

Multiplexer 49 must choose between a value received 
directly from the computer or the difference between 
the current value and the value supplied from the com 
puter. The output of this multiplexer is a digital word 
supplied to up-down counter 51. This counter, con 
trolled by the status information (11/ d) contained in 
signal group 27 or by adder 50, converts the digital 
word into a number of pulses by controlling pulse gen 
erator 52. The output of pulse generator 52 on signal 
path 29 is, therefore, a series of pulses the number of 
which is related to the digital value supplied by the 
computer along path 48. 
Although a preferred embodiment of the invention 

has been described, it is apparent that many alterations 
and additions may be made to the device described 
without departing from the spirit and the scope of the 
invention. In particular, it is quite convenient to have 
the system carry information in addition to that de 
scribed herein. For example, in addition to the status 
information concerning the output and set point modes 
related to each control unit, the vsystem may easily be 
modi?ed to carry other status information, such as com 
puter fail, on/ off display, on/off computer or any other 
related information. Additional command instructions 
and even additional analog values may be carried by the 
system by simply adding the required hardware in the 
same fashion as described herein. 

It is also apparent that additional hardware may be 
desirable between the computer and the CI. For exam 
ple, depending upon the type and capacity of the com 
puter used and the number of control loops required, 
various other equipment might be necessary to allow 
the computer to choose between the subsystems and 
control the order in which communication is achieved. 
Equipment to convert between serial and parallel for 
mat might also be required between the CI and the 
computer. 

It is also possible, and in certain instances highly 
desirable, with the instant invention to utilize the direct 
memory access features available with many comput 
ers. Nonetheless, it is well within the skill of the art of 
those normally dealing with the design and con?gura 
tion of digital computers to construct the variations and 
additions described immediately above if access is avail 

’ able to the features and capabilities of the instant inven 
tion. 

I claim: 
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1. An improved electronic process control system of 
the type normally having a plurality of control units 
intimately related to a process to be controlled and a 
digital computer arranged to receive certain signals 
from the control units and send signals to the control 
units to modify their actions, wherein the improvement 
comprises: 
computer interface means connected to the computer 

for a converting between the digital format of the 
computer and a prearranged digital format; 

a plurality of control unit interface means connected 
to the control units for generating and storing ana 
log and status signals required by the control units; 

means to generate a series of pulses for use by the 
control unit interfaces corresponding to a digital 
word from the computer operable in one of two 
modes, the first mode being incremental wherein 
the series of pulses is directly related to the digital 
word, the second mode being positional [whrein] 
wherein the series of pulses is related to the differ 
ence between the digital and the present value in 
the control unit; and 

means to generate a digital word for use by the com 
puter corresponding to analog signals received 
from the control units. 

2. The control system of claim 1 further including: 
address lines connected to the individual control unit 

interfaces, and 
means for demultiplexing an address signal from the 

digital computer by activating one of the address 
lines. 

3. The control system of claim 2 wherein the control 
unit interface means includes: 

gating means for receiving the series of pulses in 
parallel with other unit interfaces, the gating means 
allowing the signals to pass only upon the presence 
of a properly activated address line. 

4. The control system of claim 3 wherein the control 
unit interface further includes: 

a plurality of memory means for storing analog values 
related to the series of pulses passed; and 

switching means for determining which of the mem 
ory means are to be activated by the analog value 
upon command from the computer. 

5. A DDC process interface system for use with a 
digital computer having computer interface circuitry 
for translating between the digital format of the com 
puter and a prearranged digital format including com 
mand, address, digital output value, and digital input 
value information, and a plurality of devices cooperat 
ing with the process to be controlled, the interface sys 
tem comprising: 

a plurality of control unit interfaces for transmitting 
analog signals to the devices; 

a plurality of address lines each connected to an indi 
vidual control unit interface; 

an address decoder for activating individual address 
lines based on the address information; 

a plurality of command lines connected in parallel to 
interfaces for transmitting the command informa 
tion; 

a command code register associated with each con 
trol unit interface operable to record the present 
status of the command lines when activated by the 
corresponding address line; 

a pulse line connected to the analog control unit inter 
faces; 
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8 
a pulse generator assembly for generating a series of 

pulses on the pulse line based on the digital output 
value information; 

a pulse enabling gate associated with each control 
unit interface for passing the pulses on the pulse 
line when activated by the corresponding address 
line; 

a pulse converter associated with each gate for con 
verting the pulses into an analog value for transmis 
sion to the devices cooperating with the process to 
be controlled; 

an analog input value line associated with each con 
trol unit interface for collecting analog value infor 
mation related to the corresponding control unit; 

an analog multiplexer to which all analog input value 
lines are connected, the multiplexer being con 
nected to the address decoder and activated 
thereby to multiplex the analog input value line 
corresponding to the address line activated; and 

an anlog to digital converter for converting the ana 
log value on the analog input value line to digital 
input information for the computer. 

6. The DDC process interface system of claim 5 with 
setpoint tracking, further comprising; 

a second pulse converter associated with each gate 
for converting pulses into a second analog value 
for transmission to the devices cooperating with 
the process to be controlled; and 

a setpoint/output switch inserted between the pulse 
enabling gate and the ?rst and second pulse con 
verter of each control unit interface for directing 
the pulses to one of these converters according to 
the status of the command code register associated 
with the same control unit interface, whereby the 
?rst analog value may be utilized as a computer 
generated output value and the second analog 
value utilized as a computer generated setpoint 
value. 

7. The DDC system of claim 6 wherein the ?rst pulse 
converter in each control unit interface comprises: 

a pulse shaper for generating a predetermined pulse 
shape in response to each pulse received on the 
pulse line; and 

an integrator for storing and integrating the predeter 
mined pulse shapes to generate the ?rst analog 
value. 

8. The DDC system of claim 7 wherein the second 
pulse converter in each control unit interface com 
prises: 

a pulse counter for generating a digital value related 
to the number of pulses received; and 

a digital to analog converter for generating the sec 
ond analog value. 

9. The DDC system of claim 5 with remote/local 
setpoint switching, further comprising: 

a remote/local switch in each control unit interface 
for receiving the second analog value and another 
analog value and transmitting one of these analog 
values to the devices cooperating with the process 
to be controlled according to the status of the com 
mand code register associated with the same con 
trol unit interface, whereby the computer may 
choose between the setpoint value locally gener 
ated by the computer and another setpoint value 
remotely generated. 

10. The DDC process interface system of claim 5 
with absolute/ incremental ability, further comprising: 
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an absolute/incremental switch associated with each 
pulse generator for receiving the digital output 
value information and another digital output value 
signal and transmitting one of these digital values 
to the pulse generator according to the command 
code information; and 

means for combining the digital output value infor 
mation from the computer to the digital input infor 
mation from the analog to digital converter to 
generate the other digital output value signal for 
the absolute/ incremental switch, whereby the ana 
log value transmitted to the devices cooperating 
with the process to be controlled may be either the 
absolute value determined by the computer or an 
incremental value related to the difference between 
the absolute value and a present value. 

11. The DDC system of claim 5 further comprising: a 
digital multiplexer associated with each analog multi 
plexer for combining digital status information regard 
ing the present status of the control unit interface and 
the devices with the output of the analog to digital 
converter to form composite digital input value infor 
mation. 

12. The DDC system of claim 5 further comprising: 
a legal code decoder for determining the validity of 

the present combination of information on the com 
mand ‘code lines. 

13. The DDC system of claim 5 wherein the control 
unit interfaces are arranged in sub-systems of a maxi 
mum of a predtermined vnumber of units each, further 
comprising: ~ . ' 

an additional set of address decoders, pulse genera 
tors, analog multiplexers, and analog to digital 

' converters for each sub-system beyond one. 
14. In a system for controlling a complex industrial 

process having a large number of di?’erent process condi 
tions, said system comprising a plurality of closed-loop 
control units, each unit being fbr a respective process condi 
tion; said control units comprising analog controllers, said 
controllers including means for producing analog control 
signals to operate respective process devices which deter 
mine the magnitudes of corresponding process variables 
thereby to effect the desired control of the process condi 
tions, said analog controllers being provided with analog 
set-point signals, indicating the value of the process condi 
tion to be established, and corresponding analog measure 
ment signals indicating the actual value of the process 
conditions, said analog controllers including means for 
comparing the respective set-point signal with the corre 
sponding analog measurement signal and developing from 
such comparison the required control signals for the respec 
tive process device to maintain each affected process condi 
tion at its set-point value; 

said control system further comprising a central station 
with a digital computer which is supplied with infor 
mation signals respecting the controlled process, in 
cluding the values of selected process conditions, for 
producing from such information signals various in 
structional signals to be transmitted to equipment 
associated with said analog controllers for directing 
the functioning of the corresponding process devices in 
accordance with predetermined characteristics pre-set 
in the digital computer; said analog controllers and 
associated equipment being located remotely from 
said central station computer; 

the improvement in such a process control system 
wherein said equipment associated with said analog 
controllers comprises: 
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at least one input/output subsystem assigned to a set of 

said analog controllers for operation therewith; 
a cable extending from said digital computer to said 

input/output subsystem for carryingdigital signals in 
both directions therebetween; ' 

said input/output subsystem including a set of controller 
interfaces with each such interface being coupled to a 
respective controller of said set of analog controllers; 

each of said controller interfaces including digital-to 
analog converter means responsive to digital signals 
developed from instructional signals sent over said 
cable by said computer and representing instruc 
tional data ?rr the corresponding analog controller, or 
the process device associated therewith,‘ 

said digital-to-analog converter means at each controller 
interface including output circuit means operable to 
produce an output analog signal corresponding to the 
applied digital signal and to direct such output analog 
signal to the analog controller corresponding to that 
controller interface, or to the process device associated 
with said analog controller, for effecting control of 
said associated process device; 

memory means for each of said digital-to-analog con 
verter means to store signals representing the instruc 
tional data directed to the respective converter means 
by said computer, said memory means being coupled 
to said corresponding analog controller or to said 
associated process device whereby such instructional 
data remains available for use by the corresponding 
analog controller or the associated process device while 
said computer is communicating with other of said 
controller interfaces or is performing other tasks; and 

analog-to-digital converter means forming part of said 
input/output subsystem for converting analog signals 
to corresponding digital signals to be sent through said 
cable to said digital computer. 

15. Apparatus as claimed in claim 14, wherein said 
memory means comprises a digital register to store a digital 
number representing the value of a set-point signal for the 
corresponding analog controller; 

the output of said register being coupled to the input of 
the corresponding digital-to-analog converter means 
to produce at the output thereof on analog set-point 
signal for said corresponding analog controller. 

16. Apparatus as claimed in claim '14, wherein said 
memory means comprises an integrator producing an ana 
log signal representing the value of an output signal to be 
directed to the process device associated with the corre 
sponding analog controller. 

I 7. Apparatus as claimed in claim 16, wherein said 
input/output subsystem includes means to produce a series 
of pulses the number of which re?ects the value of an 
output signal for said associated process device; and 
means to direct said series of pulses to the input of said 

integrator. 
18. Apparatus as claimed in claim 14, wherein said 

input/output subsystem includes digital register means to 
store a binary signal specifying whether the output of said 
digital-to-analog converter means is to represent a set-point 
value for the corresponding analog controller or an output 
value for the associated process device; 
?rst and second lines respectively for conducting set 

point signals to said analog controller and for con 
ducting output signals for the associated process de 
vice; 

multiplex means; and 
means responsive to the binary signal stored in said 

digital register for controlling said multiplex means to 
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selectivelvfactivate said digital-to-analog means to 
direct an output thereof to "said set-point lineror said 

-‘ output signal line. 
' l 5'19.‘ Apparatus as claimedin' claim 18, ‘wherein each 
‘controller interfacegin'cludes first and second digital-to 
analog converters,“ ’ ‘ - a ' v _ 

means coupling‘the output of said first‘ converter to the 
set-point line of the corresponding controller; 

means coupling the ‘output of said'second converter‘to the 
' output line for the associated process device; 

said‘ multiplex means having an input arranged to re 
ceive a digital signal representing a value for either 
set-point or output; -, _ g '_ ~ 1 > ' ‘ 

said multiplex ‘means having ?rst and 'second outputs 
' selectively la'ctivatable by‘ said binary signal to connect 
said ‘digital signal, at the input of said ‘multiplex 
means, to one or the other of said digital-‘to-analog 

~converters. ‘ - ' "- - .' I ‘ 

20. Apparatus/as claimed in claim 14, wherein each 
controller interface‘in'cludes a set-point signal line for di 
recting set-point signals to the corresponding analog con 
troller; ' ' - 

digital register means at said input/output subsystem to 
store‘a digital“ signal specifying whether the set-point 

“ signal for an analog controller is to be supplied from 
said digital-twanalogconverter means or‘ is to be sup 
plied from a remote‘ source; ' 

‘a multiplex meanshaving its output coupled to at least 
one ofsaid ‘set-point signal lines; ' 

*a first input for “said ‘multiplex means coupled to the 
'5 ' output of one "of said ‘digital-to-analag converter 

‘ ‘ me'ans; . t I, , 

' “a second input'for said multiplex means coupled to a line 
" “a' remote source of‘set-point signal; and 

‘ means undercontrol of the digital signal stored in said 
digital register to activate said multiplex means to 
selectively connect to said set-point signal line either 

' ‘the output of said ‘one 'digitaleto'analo‘g converter 
" ‘ ‘means or a signal from said remote source. 
21. Apparatus as claimed in claim 14,‘ wherein at least 

one of said controller interfaces includes an automatic/ 
manual line leading to the corresponding Yanalog controller 
to furnish tothat ‘controller anautomatic/manualsignal 
for shifting the‘c‘ontroller from one to the other of those two 
modes of operation; - ' 

'a digital register forming part of said input/output sub‘ 
‘ system adapted to store a'binary signal ‘derived from 

the" computer‘ instructional signals and indicating 
whether said one controller is to‘ be operated in auto 
matic or'manual mode; and = ' " . 

means coupling the output of said digital register to said 
automatic/manual line. ‘ p ' ' 

22. Apparatus as claimed in claim ‘14, wherein said 
input/output subsystem includes a digital register having 
sections for storing three groupings of a digital instruction 
signal developed from signals transmitted by said com 
puter, wherein ‘the ?rst‘grouping-contains the command 
instructions respecting the actions ‘to be carried out, the 
second grouping contains‘an ‘address identifying the spe 
cific controller interface which is to be affected by the 
command instructions, {and the third grouping contains the 
value' ofa change to be effected; ‘ ‘ , 

operating ‘means coupled to said digital register respon 
~‘ sive to said first signal grouping and operable to acti 

vate portions of said input/output subsystem to carry 
, out thespeci?ed command; ' > > 

address means coupled to saiddigital register responsive 
‘to said second “signal grouping for activating a corre 
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sponding controller interfacein accordance with the 

‘ specified address data; and w.» > s - ‘ 

means coupled to said digital register responsive to said 
< third signal grouping fbr‘directing a corresponding 

digital signal to the digital-to-analog‘converter means 
of the activated controller interfacev to produce an 
analog signal representing the value of the‘ change to 
be effected through the activated interface. 

23. In a system for controlling a complex‘ industrial 
process having a larger number of different process condi 
tions, said system comprising a plurality of closed-loop 
control units, each unit being for a respective process condi 
tion; said control units comprising analog controllers, said 
controllers including means for producing analog control 
signals to operate respective process devices which deter 
mine the magnitudes of corresponding process variables 
thereby to effect the desired control of the process condi 
tions, said analog controllers being provided: with analog 
set-point signals, indicating the value of the process condir 
tion to be established, and corresponding analog measure 
ment signals indicating the actual value of the, process 
condition, said analog controllers including means for 
comparing the respective set-point signal with the corre-~ 
sponding analog measurement signal and for developing 
from such comparison the required control signals for the 
respective process devices to' maintain each affected process 
condition at its set point value; ' 

said control system further comprising a central station 
with a digital computer which is supplied with- infor 
mation signals respecting the controlled processpin 
cluding the values of selected process conditions, ?rr 
producing from such information signals various in 
structional signals to be transmitted to equipment 
associated with said analog controllers for directing 
the functioning of the corresponding process devices in 
accordance with predetermined characteristics pre-set 
in the digital computer; said analog controllers and 
associated ‘ equipment being located remotely from 
said central station computer; v . ‘ I 

the improvement in ‘such a process control system 
wherein said equipment associated with said" analog 
controllers comprises: 7 

a plurality of input/output subsystems each assigned to'a 
corresponding set of said analog controllers for=opera~ 
tion therewith; ‘ " v ‘ 

a cable connecting said digital computer to all of said 
input/output subsystems in parallel, for carrying digie 
to] signalsin both directions between said computer 
and said input/output subsystems; 

each of said input/output subsystems including a set of 
controller interfaces with each such interface being 
coupled to a respective controller of the corresponding 
set of analog controllers; 

each of said input/output subsystems including digital 
to-analog converter means responsive to digital signals 
developed from instructional signals sent over said 
cable by said computer and representing instructional 
data for any of said analog controllers or the associ 
ated process devices; ‘ ~ 

said digital-to-analog converter means including circuit 
means to direct the output analog signal to a selected 
analog controller, or to the process device associated 
therewith, for effecting control of said associated pro 
cess device; " ‘ 

memory means for each of said input/output subsystems 
to store signals representing instructional data di 
rected to that subsystem by said computer, said mem 
ory means being coupled to a corresponding analog 
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controller or an associated process device, whereby 
such instructional data remains available for use by 
said corresponding analog controller or associated 
process device while said computer is perform ing tasks 
unrelated to such'corresponding analog controller or 5 
associated process device; and _ 

each of said input/output subsystems including an ana 
log-to-digital converter responsive to analog signals 
from the corresponding analog controller or associated 

controllers comprises: 
at least one input/output subsystem assigned to a set of 

said analog controllers for operation therewith; 
a cable connecting said digital computer to said input 

/output subsystem for carrying digital signals in both 
directions between said computer and said input/out 
put subsystem; 

said input/output subsystem including a set of controller 
interfaces with each such interface being coupled to a 
respective controller of said set of analog controllers; 

said input/output subsystem including digital-to-analog 
converter means responsive to digital signals developed 
from instructional signals sent over said cable by said 
computer and representing instructional data for any 
of said analog controllers or the associated process 
devices; 

circuit means for directing output analog signals of said 
digital-to-analog converter means to selected analog 
controllers or the process devices associated therewith, 
for effecting control of such associated process device; 65 

memory means for each of said controller interfaces to 
store signals representing instructional data directed 
to said digital-to-analog converter means by said com 
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puter for ‘a selected interface and its corresponding 
analog controller or associated process device, said 
memory means being coupled to said corresponding 
analog controller or said associated process device 
whereby such instructional data remains available for 
use by the corresponding analog controller or associ 
ated process device while said computer is performing 
tasks unrelated to such corresponding analog control 
ler or associated process device; 

devices and operable to produce corresponding digital 10 said input/output subsystem including analog-to-digital 
signals for transmittal through said cable back to said converter means responsive to analog signals from the 
digital computer. corresponding analog controllers or associated devices 

24. In a system for controlling a complex industrial and operable to produce corresponding digital signals 
process having a large number of different process condi- for transmittal through said cable back to said digital 
tions, said system comprising a plurality of closed-loop 15 computer; and I 
control units, each unit being for a respective process condi- means responsive to digital signals transmitted over said 
tion; said control units comprising analog controllers, said cable by said computer for controlling the functioning 
controllers including means for producing analog control of said analog-to-digital converter means to produce 
signals to operate respective process devices which deter- said corresponding digital signals under the command 
mine the magnitudes of corresponding process variables 20 of said computer. 
thereby to effect the desired control of the process condi- 25. Apparatus as claimed in claim 24, wherein said 
tions, said analog controllers being provided with analog means responsive to digital signals includes multiplex 
set-point signals, indicating the value of the process condi- means for selecting an analog signal from a particular 
tion to be established, and corresponding analog measure- controller interface as the input to said analog-to-digital 
ment signals indicating the actual value of the process 25 converter means. 
condition, said analog controllers including means for 26. Apparatus as claimed in claim 25,- wherein said 
comparing the respective set-point signal with the corre- multiplex means includes means to select one of a plurality 
sponding analog measurement signal and for developing of analog signals from a selected controller interface. 
from such comparison the required control signals for the 27. In a system for controlling a complex industrial 
respective process devices to maintain each affected process 30 process having a large number of dirferent process condi 
condition at its set-point value; tions, said system comprising a plurality of control units for 

said control system further comprising a central station respective process conditions and having means for produc 
with a digital computer which is supplied with infor- ing analog control signals to operate respective process 
mation signals respecting the controlled process, in- variables thereby to effect the desired control of the process 
cluding the values of selected process conditions. for 35 conditions; said control units being provided with applied 
producing from such information signals various in- signals ?rr determining the values of the control signals 
structional signals to be transmitted to equipment produced by the respective control units; 
associated with said analog controllers for directing said control system further comprising a central station 
the functioning of the corresponding process devices in with a digital computer which is supplied with in?ar 
accordance with predetermined characteristics pre-set 40 mation signals respecting the controlled process, in 
in the digital computer; said analog controllers and cluding the values of selected process conditions, for 
associated equipment being located remotely from producing from such information signals various in 
said central station computer; struction signals to be transmitted to equipment asso 

the improvement in such a process control system ciated with said control units for directing the func 
wherein said equipment associated with said analog 45 tioning of the corresponding process device in accor 

dance with predetermined characteristics pre-set in 
the digital computer; said control units and associated 
equipment being located apart from said central sta 
tion computer; 

the improvement in such a process control system 
wherein said equipment associated with said control 
units comprises; 

at least one input/output subsystem assigned to a set of 
said control units for operation therewith; 

signal transmission means extending from said digital 
computer to said input/output subsystem for carrying 
digital signals in both directions therebetween; 

said input/output subsystem including a set of control 
unit interfaces with each such interface being coupled 
to a respective control unit of said set of control units; 

said input/output subsystem including digital-to-analog 
converter means for all of said control unit interfaces 
and responsive to digital signals developed from in 
structional signals sent over said signal transmission 
means by said computer and representing instruc 
tional data for a corresponding control unit; 

said digital-to-analog converter means including output 
circuit means operable to produce an output analog 
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signal corresponding to the applied digital signal and 
to direct such output analog signal to the correspond 
ing control unit for effecting control of said associated 
process device; ‘ ‘ t s I 

memory means forveach of said control units to store 
‘ signals representing the instructional data directed to 
the converter means by said computer, said memory 
means being coupled to the corresponding control unit 
whereby such instructional data remains available for 
use by the corresponding control unit while said com 
puter is communicating with other of said control unit 

. ‘ interfaces or is performing other tasks; and 
analog-to-digital converter means forming part of said 

input/output subsystem for converting analog signals 
to corresponding digital signals to be sent through said 
signal transmission means ‘to said digital computer: 

. 28. Apparatus as claimed in claim 27. wherein said 
input/output subsystem includes a digital register having 
at least one section for storing a ‘ corresponding signal 
grouping of a digital instruction signal developed from 
signals transmitted to said input/output subsystem and 
representing an address identifying the specific control unit 
interface which is to be affected by the command instruc 
tions; and 

address means coupled to said digital register responsive 
to said signal grouping for activating a corresponding 
control unit interface in accordance with the speci?ed 
address data. 

29. Apparatus as claimed in claim 28, wherein said 
digital register includes a second section jbr a second signal 
grouping of the digital instruction signal; 
q said second signal grouping containing the command 

instructions respecting the action to be carried out by 
the input/output subsystem and associated elements; 
and 
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operating means coupled to said digital register respon 
- sive to said second signal'grouping to activate portions 
of said input/output subsystem to carry out the speci 
?ed command; ' 

30. Apparatus as claimed in claim 29. wherein said 
digital register includes a third section for a third signal 

. grouping of the digital instruction signal identifying a 
signal magnitude for a specified command instruction to be 
carried out; and v 

digital signal means coupled to said digital register re 
sponsive to said third signal grouping for directing a 
corresponding digital signal to the digital-to-analog 
converter means of the activated control unit interface 
to produce an analog signal representing said signal 
magnitude for the activated control unit interface. 

31. Apparatus as claimed in claim 30. wherein said 
‘digital signal means comprises means for developing a 
signal corresponding to a change to be e?ected in an analog 
signal produced by the activated control unit interface. 

32. Apparatus as claimed in claim 30. wherein said 
digital signal means comprises means for developing a 
signal corresponding to an analog signal level to bfedevel 
oped by the activated control unit interface. ' 

33. Apparatus as claimed in claim 30. wherein said 
memory means comprises a storage capacitor storing an 
analog signal representing the output of said digital-to 
analog converter. 

34. Apparatus as claimed in claim 30, wherein said 
memory means comprises digital register means the output 
of which is coupled to said digital-to-analog converter._ 

35. Apparatus as claimed in claim 34, wherein said 
memory means comprises a coun ter for developing a digital 
signal responsive to the number of received pulses; and 
said digital signal means comprises means to develop a 
train of pulses the number of which is responsive to said 
third signal grouping. 


